Dear Sunny,
Sylvia “Sunny” Sommer Moore at Clearwater Camp
Trip sparks from a life of love
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From her very first days as a young camper
on the Harbor to her tremendous 40-year tenure as Executive
Director, Sylvia “Sunny” Sommer Moore has been an inspiration,
mentor and friend for generations of girls and young women
at Clearwater Camp for Girls in Minocqua, Wisconsin. This
book works to commemorate her remarkable, lifelong passion
for all that is Clearwater through the memories, testimonials
and pictures from friends and family spanning the years. This
book from the Clearwater Camp community is dedicated to our
beloved Sunny Sommer Moore, in honor of her attainment of
emeritus status in 2010.
“Balm of the heart is here.
Here where the bolder foot paths cease,
Here where the best is true.
The loveliest road to the shrines of peace
Is the trail of the little canoe.”
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Peggy Harris
Many years ago when I was a very young counselor, I had, in my cabin, a very young
camper named Sylvia Sommer. When Sylvia’s parents brought her, they told me they
would have preferred to wait another year until their daughter was older, but Sylvia,
whose brothers were campers at Minocqua, was determined to come. “I won’t be
homesick,” she declared. Nevertheless, her parents urged us to notify them if we saw
any signs of sadness or despondency. We did not need to notify them.

A young Sunny Moore on the Clearwater bridge.

The summer started and in the Harbor our cabins were filled with young eight, nine,
and ten year olds. Some were balls of fire, some shy, others unsure of themselves. As
could be expected there were occasional clashes of personalities and at times tears. I
had been a counselor long enough to know the importance of these first few days and
the need to get off on the right foot.
This year with Sylvia in my cabin the task was easy. She was a born peacemaker. If a
problem arose between two girls Sylvia was beside them making peace and helping
each girl make her adjustments. Soon the girls slipped into their roles and of course
nicknames became a must. Sylvia’s was obvious. “Sunny,” not because her last name
was Sommer, but because of her sunny disposition.
Our Sunny, as we often called her, kept our cabin in good spirits, the winner of awards
for neatness, good ideas, and many other attributes. I would have been happy to have
had Sunny in my cabin permanently, but obviously she must move on. However for
our remaining camp years, Sunny and I grew from being counselor and camper to
being friends.
As we grew older, we both married, had children, and had good times and bad as part
of our lives, but through it all Sunny lived up to her nickname. At one time I looked
at her as the ideal camper. Now, I look up to her as the ideal mentor. She always will
have my love and respect.
Peggy Harris
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Mary Grace Moore Palmer
I love to hear Sunny tell the story of her first summer at camp. She had the option of
staying four weeks or extending it to eight. She knew without a doubt that she would
stay the eight weeks because, she informed my grandmother, “Clearwater is my new
summer home.” And so it has been for more years than she ever dreamed!
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Her first year as director of Clearwater Camp for Girls, I was a camper and had devised a way to be able to come to camp even though I was getting to too old. I asked
her if we could have a group that would mainly do tripping and she said “YES!” So
began the year of the “Advanced Trippers.” Through the years she has continued to be
open-minded for new and adventurous ways camp could be experienced and shared.
From the beginning she put enormous effort, thought and time into making camp
work – from personally interviewing potential counselors to going to future campers’
homes to show the slides and share all there was to know about Clearwater. All this
while raising a family of five with my Dad! She was thrilled to send four daughters to
Clearwater to share her “summer home” and her son to neighboring Camp Minocqua.
In 1977 I was married in Minocqua - in the middle of the camp season! We look back
and wonder how it all came together so smoothly during what is the busiest time for
anyone at camp! It was fun to be able to honk through Clearwater and then proceed
to the reception at the Anchor. She juggled it all with grace and patience and joy.
There are so many memories of my mother, as Sunny, that I hold dear. Clearwater, and
those of us who were lucky to share it with her, benefited from her wonderfuly unique
gift of leadership – grand listener, mentor, problem solver, advocate, counselor, speaker.
I know she has written more jingles (and with a fair amount of ease) than any one of
us! She has written wonderful poetry as a testament to her Faith in an Awesome God.
I know without a doubt that her Faith has carried her through the good times and the
bad, the worries, the storms, the doubts, the losses of family, and the gains of lifelong
camp friends.
I, and so many Clearwater Daughters have benefited from her wisdom and loving care,
will and determination. We have been truly blessed. Thank You Sunny!
Lovingly submitted by her daughter,
Mary Grace Moore Palmer

Harriett and Gene Swager
If there ever was a person deserving the name “Sunny” it is our beloved Sylvia Moore,
as I first knew her. She was a Leadership girl and I was the assistant horseback riding
counselor. The countless lives that have been recipients of the sunshine she spreads are
too many to count. I saw her weave her magic as a Leadership girl, but my greatest
pleasure began when each of my three daughters worked with her when she was helping Halokwe. Then my granddaughters were campers and subsequently counselors
under Sunny. She was the perfect teacher by example. Gene and I were guests once for
a meal in the dining room where we saw her firm, pleasant manner with her big smile
give guidance to all there.
But most of all, Gene and I looked forward to an occasional overnight stay when
she would be in Peoria to meet with campers’ families. We saw the light and love of
God in all she said and did, even when she had some difficult challenges. She always
praised God for all her blessings as well as challenges. She is one lovable and greatly
admired person. How fortunate we are to have known her.
Harriett and Gene Swager

Sue Coonan Conyers
Congratulations to Sunny!! How fast the years have flown! And to have her always at
the helm of Clearwater was so lucky for all of us. Camp was a life changing adventure
for me and my family and for all the other girls that were fortunate enough to have
the Clearwater experience.
I, Sue Coonan Conyers, was there more than 60 years ago when the picture of Sunny
and the other leadership girls was taken. They were a terrific bunch and we all admired them greatly.
Our four daughters followed in my footsteps: Kathy, Chris, Patrice, and Julie. They
were all campers in the 60’s and 70’s. Then came the Granddaughters: Chris’ Elle
Conyers, camper in the 90’s and 00’s; Patrice’s Sophie Ben-Hamoo, camper and counselor in the 90’s and 00’s; Julie’s Suzanne Hartung, camper and counselor in the 90’s
and 00’s. Sunny could not have been more helpful to all our girls and they treasure
their years at Clearwater. Our immeasurable thanks to Sunny from all the Conyers.
Sue Coonan Conyers
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Elizabeth “Beets” McMahon
Dear Sunny,
With the touch of Halokwe’s pine bough, you not only became a Voyageur – she
passed on to you her magical skills and love that created Clearwater Camp. Following
these profound thoughts, I turn to my large basket of items saved over the years.
Among these are rare and unique finds. I found two sheets of memories apparently assembled for a reunion of times past. Now I choose from one of my Voyageur editions:
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And now a brief message from your editor Beets:
Through all of your words, runs a theme that repeats:
From all that camp gave us – the laughter, the friends –
There’s a strength and a joy that all trouble transcends;
Does it come from the beauty of waters we’ve shared,
Or just knowing that Clearwater friends always cared?
Putting spring in our step and glad songs in each heart –
Who can say how each year this magic will start?
In addition to campers’ fond memories, I add a mention of my summers of 1970 and
1971, when I helped to launch you as our second great Director. My duties included
typing many camp songs and teaching tennis after that counsie left. My first year was
so special, as I lived with Halokwe in the Anchor; in your cabin the next year we had
to dress by the warm fire. Without that benefit, Peggy and Kitty managed to thrive out
in their island tents!
I close by saying: Blessed is the Mother who can pass along to her daughter and
granddaughters the singular experience of summers at Clearwater Camp.
With love,
Elizabeth “Beets” McMahon
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Sue Cottrell Ferguson
When I was a camper and counselor during the fifties and early sixties, Halokwe from
time to time spoke about counselors from earlier days. Some of those names I heard so
often that they became legends of Clearwater history to me. So it was with great interest and curiosity that I awaited the arrival of Sunny Sommer Moore in the summer of
1965 when she brought her two oldest daughters, Sandy and Marcia, to be campers.

Sunny, you facilitated a wonderful transition after Halowke.
This picture shows you with some “Halowke staff.” Thank you
for continuing and growing the special place that is Clearwater
Camp – “Bless be the bond that binds us.” Pictured top: (back
row) Molly DeHaven, Jo Rau Floersch, Mary Anderson Hill,
Maggie McCarthy Seeley. (front) Sunny, Scotty, Sue Cottrell
Ferguson, Nancy Teter Smith.

Little did I know then (nor did she!) of the much larger role she was yet to play in the
life of Clearwater Camp. Nor did I know that this person I had so recently met would
one day become one of my dearest friends – and not just mine, for Sunny has a gift for
connecting on a deep level with Clearwater’s daughters of every era. Halokwe was an
astute judge of character, and she knew what she was doing on the day when she said
to Sunny: “My dear, you must be the next director of Clearwater Camp.”
How grateful we all are to Sunny for accepting that challenge and remaining faithful
to it for all these years. In doing so, she not only assured the continuation of the ideals,
values and standards that Halokwe entrusted to her, but also added her own legacy.
Thank you, Sunny, for making Clearwater a place where girls discover “diamond days”
in an atmosphere of unconditional love and acceptance.
Sue Cottrell Ferguson

Sunny, thank you for the early mornings. Pictured: Sunny, Sue
Cottrell Ferguson, and Nancy Teter Smith.
Photos from Nancy Teter Smith.
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Eryn Gallagher
Dearest Sunny,
I will never be able to thank you enough, or fully explain my gratitude for welcoming
me into the Clearwater family. My life has been so changed by becoming a part of this
family, and the love I have learned to give and receive is priceless! Clearwater means
so much to me, and I know I would not be who, or where I am today without it and
you. Thank you for your years of love and vision for camp. I hope this finds you well,
and know that you are always receiving good thoughts from Colorado. :)
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Big Love,
Eryn Gallagher

Kay Belin and Amy Belin Hamilton
The first time I met Sunny I knew exactly why she had that name! Her disposition was
nothing but sunny and positive and she was a natural draw when looking for a camp
for our daughter in northern Wisconsin. She soon became not only camp director to
us but a personal friend. Remarkable is only one word to describe her and if the world
was only full of more “Sunnys” there would be no cloudy days for any of us!
I soon found that we shared so many of the same passions for children and teaching
them the ways of the world through healthy activities. Before I knew what had happened I signed on to join Sunny for some time during the summer. I became “Voyageur
Kay” and taught the campers the ways of the trappers when they lived in that area. I
enjoyed every minute of my time at Clearwater along with my daughter, but what was
really extraordinary was that Sunny was teaching me at the same time.
To this day I recall many conversations with her about life. I pull out a book she so
generously gave me and read through it when I need a close connection. I am sure she
knows what book that is and the powerful meaning.
We have missed Clearwater these past few years. There isn’t a summer and hardly a
month that we aren’t reminded of how it shaped our lives in so many ways. Thank
you Sunny for touching our hearts and helping to mold us to be better in our world.
You ignored our faults and promoted our skills and included us in your world!
We will always care and always love everything that you are!
“Voyageur” Kay Belin
Amy Belin Hamilton
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Kirstin Nelson
Meetings with Sunny.
Meetings with Sunny changed throughout the years. When I was really young on the
Harbor meeting with Sunny was always a good thing, it was to go to her house so she
could read us the Tajar story or to talk to her about something new and exciting I had
learned that day, even eating at her table was an honor.
But times change and as I crossed the bridge to the Cape and started to be a little bit
more mischievous (as most campers do) meetings with Sunny changed a bit.
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I was called to her porch one diamond day to talk about how jumping out the backside windows of the Lee and Winard was dangerous and I should not be doing that
anymore. I tried to explain that we had set up ropes and even put down sleeping bags
to help break the fall. This was the start of my many meetings with Sunny where she
would convince me something I was doing was dangerous or unsafe or maybe just
wrong and I would argue the counter-part.
The conversations throughout the years followed the same format no matter what was
being discussed. No matter who was part of the tomfoolery I was always called into
the office or the porch or maybe even a meeting at the Anchor, maybe with a partner
in crime or wing woman, but many times I was left to fend for the group alone.
Meetings always started with Sunny explaining what she knew of the events and why
we were meeting, then the conversations moved into why it was dangerous. At this
point I would counter argue, and try and explain my reasoning for the events. Whether
it was because I was just checking out the area to make sure it was safe for the other
campers, raiding the kitchen because we were so hungry and couldn’t sleep, sneaking
onto the mainland just for the thrill of it, stealing counselors underwear and hanging it
on the flag pole because it was funny, singing non-camp songs in the dinning room to
pep everyone up, it was all an excuse in the end. My antics were never harmful, similar
to the full moon bringing out folly in the Tajar, the lake, and camp in general brought
out the folly in me.
Once I moved to counselor age the meetings took a large shift. I started understanding the seriousness of keeping campers in their cabins at night. But felt as though the
counselors needed some free time, so I argued the curfew and with a little help we
managed to get the curfew set aside for awhile. We even had a long discussion once
about the drinking age, I was 19 and Sunny and I actually agreed on lowering the age.
Year after year I continued to return to camp, eventually the meetings took another
shift. I had chosen to major in recreation “camp” and had a lot more to offer. We now

met about bettering things. Adding activities or increasing the ones we already had.
Sunny had always been a traditionalist but was starting to open her eyes to a few
modern things that camp could really benefit from. We added a mountain biking program and increased the water-ski program. Our meetings started to become proactive
and we talked about how to create a better atmosphere for younger counselors.
When Sunny started to lessen her time at camp, it was noticed everywhere. This
woman, this grand incredible woman had touched so many of us in so many ways we
hadn’t realized until we missed her presence. She could make a whole room listen just
when she stood up.
The summer I married I made it back to camp to help with the Super Trip. I headed
over to the Anchor for a meeting with Sunny. I brought pictures to show her – I had
about 20 camp friends attend the wedding and of course we took a classic CC4G picture to give to Sunny. We talked more like friends now, it was a mutual respect. There
are many things that Sunny and I don’t see eye to eye on, but there are just as many
that we do.
I have always admired her ability to listen even when she disagreed, and her amazing
way with words. When she spoke at Sunday services or final banquet it was always
so incredible. When she spoke the wind would listen and the candles would flicker in
praise, her way with words and her kind heart I will never forget. She has always been
an inspiration and sitting on Sunny’s porch, or meeting in her office, even eating at her
table will always hold meaning to all the lives she’s touched.
Kirstin Nelson
Camper for 6 years
Leadership
Counselor for 5 full time summers
1 part time summer
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Ann Stambaugh Keener
Sunny,
You have carried Halokwe’s torch beyond her wildest dreams! In the late forties while
sitting on the bridge watching the stars, we would speculate about who could continue the great tradition of Clearwater Camp. You were the one the “counsies” always
came up with. At that time you had just been a counselor for a year or so – but your
spirit, enthusiasm and love of camp made it apparent that you would be the one.
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It was no surprise that after Halokwe asked (or maybe told) you that she would like
you to follow her, you accepted. I know it was a very difficult decision with your husband and your girls and leading a very full, totally different life. But how wonderful it
is that you and your family took the challenge.
Not only have you spent years continuing to expand Clearwater camping experiences
– BUT you have also spearheaded the endowment to assure that Clearwater Camp will
remain and grow and will be there for future generations of girls to have the wonderful experiences that Clearwater has given the past 78 years.
I hope that you have wonderful days ahead.
Ann Stambaugh Keener

Marjorie Frey Brown
Life is built on a foundation of faith, family and friends. What we do with our lives
involves memories, actions, and anticipations.
Sylvia Sommer Moore enhanced my faith; became my friend and is a huge part of my
memories. To me, she is one of God’s greatest achievements. God is with her and she
with God.
From our Duke college days; her bridesmaid’s role at our wedding; as a job procurer
for me at Clearwater and to our lifetime friendship she is golden. All the lives she has
touched and will touch are gilded. My love to her always.
Marjorie Frey Brown

Our Canoes Will Journey On and On (excerpt)
So if you see us passing by
And you sit and wonder why,
Wishing maybe you were a paddler too,
Pitch your tent and make a fire
And we’ll build your spirits higher;
The camping life is the life for you and me.
17
Our canoes will journey on and on, on and on
Our canoes will journey on and on.

Jerry and Judy Robinson
Dear Sunny,
Clearwater has been so fortunate to have you at the helm for over 40 years, and we
are so lucky to have been part of it all. It is hard to believe that 45 years has passed
since you and Don first brought Sandy to Lookout. We have shared many good times,
laughter, and tears together since then.
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Remember the Peoria camp reunions that were held around Thanksgiving? You were
always so gracious to include us at your table. Jerry recalls the couple of times that he
accompanied Don to the men’s brunch downtown on Thanksgiving morning.
Antiquing? We did have enjoyable times looking for Shell, Tassel and Heisey. Remember
when Jerry bought that Heisey water pitcher and we didn’t even have a bed to sleep
in? Boy, did that cause a tension in our household. There was the time we had been
visiting you in Peoria and had headed home antiquing along the way (as usual). Found
a Shell and Tassel water pitcher. Jerry called Don from the antique shop to see if you
would be interested and he said “yes” hang on to it and we will get it some time. Jerry
said we will bring it down. I think that we were only 1½ hours away. Down we came
and had an enjoyable evening with you at the Yacht club and then went over to your
cousin’s home and spent the evening in his lower level singing with the player piano.
Then there was the PIG that got to stay in your garage for a couple of days. We have
told that story so many times…..how Bill Renaker and Jerry painted her toe nails, put
perfume on her, bought a leash and collar (Jerry measured Bill’s neck to figure collar
size), and then delivered it to Debbie’s.
What fun we had at all the Peoria weddings. The ABC washing machine was such a
find. I remember how we all went to Linda’s house to present the gift to her prior to
the wedding. It was the talk at the reception. And I’ll never forget the evening you
called after a camp meeting. You were at the intersection of Sanders and Saunders in
the Northbrook area and came up to our house for dinner and a bed. I made au gratin
potatoes and when I took the Corning casserole out of the oven the bottom fell out. It
had never happened before nor since. We always enjoyed your visits.
You and your family have always been a big part of our lives and we wish you nothing but the best as you transition to emeritus status. God broke the mold after he created you. Your heart is so filled with love for your family, Clearwater, and your friends.
God Bless You.
All our love,
Jerry and Judy Robinson

David and Pam Waud
Dear Sunny:
For fourteen years our family was blessed by our two daughters’ relationship to
Clearwater Camp. Dana and Haley spent the happiest summers of their young lives
on the shores of Tomahawk Lake. And every summer we would either drive them to
Minocqua to camp or drive them back to Lake Forest from camp so that we could
visit with you and share the majestic splendor of the camp’s setting.
Sunny, your enthusiasm for camp, the campers and the counselors was contagious!
Each year as our car turned off Route 51 and headed down Clearwater Road, our
hearts would start pounding as we neared the parking area. We knew that our daughters were very fortunate to be able to experience the traditional values and life-changing lessons of a summer camp such as Clearwater. Your forty years of superb leadership was the foundation of the camp’s unparalleled success.
One night in the middle of winter about fifteen years ago we were awakened by loud
cries of anguish from Dana’s room. We rushed in to find our ten-year-old daughter drenched in tears. Suspecting that she had just awakened from a nightmare, we
asked her why she was crying. Her answer was the opposite of what we were expecting. She had woken up in the middle of a wonderful dream about her experiences at
Clearwater. And she tearfully asked us “Why can’t I go to camp all year long?”
Haley’s heartfelt love for Clearwater was equally amazing. She spent seven summers
as a camper, one as a leadership and the last one as a counselor. She would still be at
camp each summer now if her program at college didn’t require her staying in Boston
for classes in June, July and August.
Sunny, we consider ourselves charter members of the Sunny Moore Fan Club. And we
will never forget your love for Clearwater – and the campers’ love for you!
David and Pam Waud
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Abby Armstrong
Dear Sunny,
The power of song. Caught up in memories and in the possibility of the future, I want
to write for you about the power of song. When I look for comfort, for myself or for
others, song fills my lungs. And songs from my younger days at Clearwater are what
leave my lips.
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Two songs in particular resonate with me, whether providing me comfort in my tears
or easing the path towards sleep for my niece: “I Stood on the Edge” and “As I Sit
Here and Wonder.” When I sing alone in my room, solely for myself, I can hear my
friends’ voices echoing in the dining hall, sending me strength and love. When my
niece, a newborn babe named Harper Grayce Ann Armstrong cries, I can bring her to
a calm with song. And to fall asleep, from me she will only accept the gentle rhythm of
“I Stood on the Edge.”
Clearwater is always with me Sunny and I thank you for that gift. Over the years you
have poured such love into camp and her daughters. Always you will be in my heart
and mind.
All my love,
Abby Armstrong

Emily Simon
I heard about Sunny long before I met her, in the letters and stories of my two older
sisters (who attended camp several years before I was old enough to go). I remember
thinking, here was someone I had to meet.
When I was finally old enough to head to camp, Sunny far outshone the glowing reviews my sisters had passed along. Her caring, warm persona brings life to camp in
a way that no one else could. Her remarkable ability to know everything about every
Clearwater girl, and make her feel right at home, is an absolute treasure. She personifies the spirit of kindness, friendship, and camaraderie that I adore about Clearwater
and that can be so lacking in our rushed, impersonal world. For so many of us, Sunny
IS camp...and I’m delighted to celebrate her legacy at Clearwater!
Emily Simon
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Once You’ve Slept on an Island
Once you’ve slept on an island,
you’ll never be quite he same.
You may look as you looked the day before
and go by the same old name;
You may bustle about in street or shop;
You may stay at home and sew.
But you’ll see blue waters and diving loons
wherever your feet may go.
You may chat with your neighbor ‘bout this or that
or close to your fire keep;
But you’ll hear the sound of the twinkle trees
and waves beat through your sleep.
Oh you won’t know why and you can’t say how
such a change upon you came;
But once you’ve slept on an island
You’ll never be quite the same.
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Susie Larned Tweed
Dear Sunny,
What an impact you have made on so many! For me, you are synonymous with camp.
My very first memory is meeting you at the Murphy’s home in Wilmette when I saw
a slideshow about Clearwater. That night, I was sold. I begged my parents to send me
to Minocqua. However, I never knew what a huge part of my life Clearwater would
become.
Each summer, you were there to greet us. As a camper, you led us through meals beginning with grace. You taught us manners as we sat at your table. And, you expected us
to have fun and grow.
As a staff member, you helped us figure out who we were. You helped us find our
strengths. You helped us to be flexible and work together to get it done. Your gentle
voice, your kind hugs and your guidance molded leaders. You helped us become the
women we are today.
Your legacy will live on, just as Halokwe’s has…Thank you for your years of camping!
“Those who have camped together shall never again divide…”
Love and Admiration Always,
Susie Larned Tweed

Martha Brummitt
Dear Sunny,
I’ll never forget the first time I met you. I was visiting camp with my mother feeling
nervous because I was either going to choose Osoha or Clearwater. You were driving
out of camp and stopped to greet us. You welcomed us so warmly that both my mother and myself knew right away that Clearwater was the best place. Often times we
reminisce about how simple it was to choose Clearwater and it was because of you!
I’ll admit that camp has a different feeling without your physical presence, but you
have positively impacted so many lives including mine, that you will live on forever in
the minds of many and at Clearwater Camp.
Thank you for being you, it’s inspiring and comforting.
With love,
Martha Brummitt
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Sunny with Laurie and Perry Smith

Sunny, Taylor Snook and Annie B at an end of session banquet

These pictures are from 1977, taken just before the very first
family camp. In the group pictures you can see Midge Avery
Anderson, Sunny, my husband Scott and me. The children are:
Chris Davis and his dog Paka, young Dan Anderson, Stuart
Davis, Christy Anderson and Scotty Davis.
Photos from Wendy Miller Davis.

Sunny, Taylor Snook and Annie B at an end of session banquet

Ellie Purdy
Dearest Sunny,

On Tessa Nowakowski:
We were and forever will be inseparable. Most all of
my memories of camp will forever be involved with
Tess. I will always walk through camp wishing that
you were there to hold my hand. I will squeeze your
hand three times as you squeeze mine in return. As I,
the eleven-year-old naïve camper, walked into Focsle
I knew I was not expecting what I would find…
A camp song told our story in one line – “Have you
ever stood by a lake shore with your summer friend
by your side, felt the Northwoods draw you together,
then I’d say you’ve felt nature’s own strength.” When
we heard that line sung whether it be in the dining
hall or at council fire, we searched for each other,
made eye contact and felt an overwhelming feeling
of relief knowing that we would always be there
The smile that shone off of both of our faces was a
vision and feeling that I will never forget. Something
about Clearwater Camp brings out the best in all
of us. I can confidently speak of behalf of all of the
Clearwater Sisters that Tessa made an impact on
lives. The feeling of her vibrant presence can never
be taken away from us.

I hope that you have been doing well. I want to take this opportunity to write you and
thank you for everything you have given me. I truly believe that camp has shaped who
I am today. You gave me this opportunity to go to this beautiful, magnificent, peaceful place. This place that you have created has given every insecure girl the chance to
feel welcome, every self-conscious girl the chance to feel confident, and every scared
girl the chance to be courageous. I cannot say enough about camp and what you have
done for me. What gets me through the school year is knowing that I will be able to
spend my summers in the Northwoods with the people who I really love and doing the
things that motivate me in life.
There is no possible way to thank you enough in this letter. Therefore, I live my life the
way you have taught me. I am a kind, generous, thoughtful, confident, and secure person thanks to your Clearwater. I hope you have tremendous amounts of pride knowing that every girl who has attended Clearwater has taken some of those attributes and
put them into action in their everyday life. That, I believe, is our ultimate gift to you.
I want to also thank you for giving me the friendship of Tessa Nowakowski. The years
I spent with her were the best of my life. The summers you supplied us with were our
favorite times of our lives. You gave us happiness and safety, which helped us become
the best friends that we were. I was asked by the Nowakowskis to give a Eulogy at
Tessa’s service, here is an excerpt that I thought you might enjoy (left).
Our friendship was created at camp. Thank you for giving us that opportunity. I know
Tessa would be saying these same things to you and telling you how much she loved
you if she was given the opportunity to write this letter. Both of our love is sent to you.
Thank you again Sunny for everything you have given me. In some ways, I believe
that you have given me and shown me a way to live my life. I love you and am forever
thinking of you. You are the trail of the little canoe.
Love you,
Ellie Purdy
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Britt Woodbury
Dear Sunny,
First, I wanted to say sorry that this had to be typed…I know how much you love
handwritten letters but I am studying abroad in Prague for the entire semester so snail
mail to Minocqua would take awhile!
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This past summer at camp without you was not the same, but your presence was
constantly felt. I obviously grew up at camp with you there and you are such a big
part of camp for me. It’s hard to believe that the 2nd year Cape camper in Lee in 2002
that cried every second of everyday yet came for seven weeks the next year, was me.
Then again, it is only sort of who I am now. I know I took it for granted while I was
a camper, but Clearwater means the absolute world to me – I can’t imagine my life
without it. I have grown up immensely over my years at Clearwater and I know I am a
better person because of it.
Being a counselor the past two years has proven that to me even more, after seeing it
in my own campers and my sister. However, being a unit head this past summer, and
doing a lot more of the behind the scenes work, there are not enough times that I can
say thank you for all you do. Without you, I would not be the person I am today. Not
even in the slightest.
All the work and love you constantly put into making Clearwater what it is today, and
you personally, have taught me so many invaluable things about life and about myself. Until I went to camp, I was always pretty self-conscious and did a lot of things to
please others. After experiencing all that camp has to offer, and all the love that you,
my counselors, and my fellow campers gave me, I grew comfortable in my own skin.
To this day, even though I have grown to be my true self at both school and home, I
believe my true self still shines the brightest when I’m at camp.
My confidence soars and each year the countdown until the day I return to camp can
never go by fast enough. The amount that I have learned about myself, and who I truly
am, while I have been at Clearwater is unimaginable. Although you may no longer
have the official title of director at camp, the never-ending work you have put in over
the many years will continue to pay off for a long time to come.
Additionally, the bond that I have with all the girls from Clearwater is unbreakable. I
cannot thank you enough for continuing and improving upon the atmosphere you had
as a camper to foster such relationships. It is safe to say that my absolute best friends
in the entire world, and the ones that know more about me than everybody except my
family, are my fellow Clearwater daughters. They can read me like an open book, even
when my friends that I have known since kindergarten cannot. All of the hard work

Britt Woodbury continued
and dedication you put, and continue to put, into making Clearwater a special place
has truly paid off. It is so rewarding to see it firsthand as a big sister and as a counselor and I cannot thank you enough.
I am sorry if this letter is a bit of a ramble, and a bit depressing, I cannot seem to find
the exact words to express how truly grateful I am to have someone like you make
Clearwater what it is today. There is no doubt in my mind that I would not have been
able to be unit and activity head this past summer without the impact Clearwater has
made on me throughout the years and without your constant positive guidance. While
we all missed you dearly this past summer, know we were constantly thinking of you
and we know you were constantly thinking about us! The same goes for next summer.
Although you may have transitioned to emeritus status, I will always think of you as
director. You have made such an impact on Clearwater that it is impossible for your
presence to not be felt everyday, and for years upon years to come. I supposed I should
end this note now, because just thinking about camp is getting me emotional, but I just
wanted to say thank you again. From the very bottom of my heart, thank you.
Love always,
Britt Woodbury

Laurey Brown
“Sunny, Thank you for the sunshine bouquet. Thank you for the truth you let me see.”
I realize that in the life of Clearwater Camp, my time there was infantile, at best. But,
the experiences and lessons I have taken from that seemingly magical place will likely
be with me the rest of my life.
With you as their unshakable captain, this similar impact you have been able to make
for so many individuals is unfathomable. Your authenticity is refreshing and your
trustworthiness admirable. You make apparent the impact one person can make on
the world, and you inspire me and others to recognize the irrepeatability of every person we meet. I thank you for everything you have done - your commitment to your
dreams, your energy to make a positive change, and your perspective to recognize the
diamonds in all of our days.
With wishes for countless jewels,
Laurey Brown
Counselor 2001, 2002
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Kathryn Norris Kirt
When I was a little girl I remember loving you, Sunny, and feeling sure that you loved
me. Your eyes are so kind and your smile so wide. Sunny, when I look back on my
childhood I feel grateful for the way that you gave me so much gentle encouragement
and unconditional love. I feel very grateful for all of the experiences and opportunities
that I had as a counselor as well.
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Your shining example is before me as I go on with my path as a mother and teacher.
One thing we have in common is a great love for singing. I think about the way that
every trip came back with a song and shared it in the dining hall. Then some songs
‘stuck’ and were sung for years. This deep and meaningful experience of singing together has formed me more than anything else.
To this day I find great joy in singing. I especially love it when I write a song and it
sticks. The most recent one that I wrote for my youth choir is this: “Lord, Please Make
Me a Blessing.” Now that I think of it, it seems like the perfect song to share with
you at this time because it is what I know you have prayed for many times. You have
deeply blessed my life in so many ways, and I love you so very much.
Lord you’ve given me so many blessings, more than I can count.
From the day I was born and every single day, even right here and now.
Lord, you bless me in the morning, oh you bless me all day long,
Lord you bless me when the sun goes down and through the dark night until dawn.
So Lord, please make me a blessing, each and every day,
make me a blessing to the people I meet all along the way.
Make me a blessing! Make me a blessing!
Make me a blessing to my family, my friends, and my church home.
Make me a blessing to all the people who feel lost and alone.
Make me a blessing! Make me a blessing!
Make me a blessing to those who suffer, to those who are in need.
Make me a blessing to all the loved ones right here and people across the sea!
Make me a blessing! Make me a blessing!
Kathryn Norris Kirt

Mike and Sharon Bachmann
Dear Sunny,
What a delight to salute one of our favorite peers. Aren’t we lucky to have had the
opportunity to share summers with so many wonderful kids and staff members? Better
yet, we know that so many girls and staff members have been lucky enough to have
been able to spend treasured times at Clearwater with you.
When it comes to camp directors, you are the best. Your personal warmth, your concern for others, your dedication to making sure that a Clearwater summer was loaded
with positive growth experiences for the girls – and women – at camp provided an
example for all of us in camping. It has always been a special treat to visit with you,
and see you light up with those twinkling eyes when you talked about Clearwater and
the wonderful things that made camp so special.
What has made Clearwater excellent is the underlying value base that you believe in
so strongly. You know camp is not really about learning to sail or improving a tennis backhand. Those are the tools you have used to foster growth in confidence. The
group living has been a way the girls have learned to think of others. Knowing you,
you would probably put it in terms of the Golden Rule – to do unto others as you
would have them do unto you.
By setting high standards, you have attracted quality staff members who know they
are role models, and strive to live up to Clearwater ideals – ideals that you personify.
Congratulations, and thank you for making a difference in so many lives - Including
your fellow camp directors who admire and respect you so much.
Mike and Sharon Bachmann
Camp Highlands for Boys
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Karen Close
Dear Sunny,
It’s hard to believe that forty years have passed by since we both embarked on
our journey at Clearwater Camp. I was an excited camper coming to camp for the
first time, you returning for a stint as director to ensure the continued existence of
Clearwater.
No one could question your dedication to camp and your unconditional love for the
campers. With your steady hand, camp rolled along year after year.
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It was a thrill to send my own children to Clearwater and have them fall in love with
the Northwoods just as I had some thirty years before. What I did not plan on was returning to camp myself.
I will always remember our conversation in the Helm, how you skillfully steered the
conversation to imagining my returned involvement at camp. At the time I thought the
idea absurd, but Doug told me to consider the option, perhaps knowing the contribution I would be able to make in my own right.
So it was with great trepidation that I made my way back to Clearwater. I thank you
for your belief in me and I hope that I have made an investment return beyond your
expectations.
We all have life’s journeys that begin and end. Time to move on is always difficult since
the roots that we have planted are usually deep and strong. While you are no longer at
camp, know your presence is always felt and will never diminish. The beat of camp is
just a little bit different without you around and I will never forget times spent together talking about the past, present and future.
I don’t think that either of us would have imagined a return to camp, but that is just
one of the, “bonds that binds us, friends of the Clearwater trail. We have shared the
weather, we have slumbered side by side, and friends that have camped together shall
never again divide.”
May your life continue to be filled with joy and happiness and I hope that the
Northwoods will once again call you home. I look forward to your return.
Much love,
Karen

Judy, Crysti and Ellie Howser
Clearwater Camp
(lyrics to Amazing Grace)
Clearwater Camp, how dear you are
You touch young girls like me
We come to spread our wings to soar
Through love we turn to thee
We paddle o’er Lake Tomahawk
Our songs fill the dining hall
On trails and trips we hike and talk
At camp we can do it all
At first Halowke took the helm
Then passed the tiller to you
Your vision, love and faith in God
Was there to pull you through
The call of the Northwoods is strong
Once here you will want to stay
A daughter now you will belong
Ever in Clearwater’s sway
Clearwater camp how dear you are
You touch young girls like me
We come to spread our wings to soar
Through love we turn to thee.
Judy, Crysti and Ellie Howser
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I Stood on the Edge
I stood on the edge to see what I could see.
I saw the clouds staring back at me
and lake and sky and land all three
were whispering and beckoning, “come to me.”
Many have passed this way before;
In years to come there will be many more.
So add your song to songs of yore
of those who paddle this distant shore.
It’s a song of wind, a song of rain;
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It’s a song of sunlight dancing on the waves.
It’s a song of silence, a song of pain;
It’s a song of joy I sing today.
And those who pass this way will find
a melody murmering in their mind.
It’s here forever, it’s for all time;
The echo of the song I leave behind
The echo of the song I left behind

Katie Dignan
Dear Sunny
It has been 20 years since I first came off the bus at camp and walked onto the Cape,
but my memories of my time at Clearwater are still as wonderful and treasured as
ever. I remember being somewhat apprehensive but excited for my 3 ½ weeks away
from home. I don’t know that my family or I had any idea how much that time at
Clearwater would come to play such an integral role in who I would become. I was
an independent but quiet child, and my time at Clearwater that year and the years following gave me a chance to try new things and make new friends. During the days of
learning how to be a “burly woman”, I found that I liked to bow, I liked to stern (I
liked to be a skipper too!) and more than anything, I found that I liked who I was.
Whether it was paddling around the lake with my cabin mates on cabin night, planning Sunday Service during Unit night, running relay races during the Camp Olympics,
or just listening to the loons at night, it was all wonderful. All memories and learning
that I did at camp is just as vivid now as it was then (well, maybe except for how to
make lanyards – I never DID figure that out!) Having known Laurie as a counselor in
Foc’sle when I was a camper and then the team of Laurie and Perry when I was a leadership and counselor, I know the path forward for future Clearwater daughters is as
bright as the diamond days I think about when I need a smile.
The “I can do that” spirit imbued in me while there made it possible for me to start
my own successful part time craft business thru sheer will power and without formal
training. Ultimately, the strong female role models like Sunny and the counselors at
camp made me not fear taking control of my own destiny. Year after year, I came back
from camp with confidence in myself and what I had to offer – which these days is
something that is harder and harder for young women and girls to find.
Thank you Sunny for all the years you went on the road during the winter to put on
the slide shows that brought new faces like mine (and my sister, Emily) to camp. Your
dedication to Clearwater is inspirational. I know my parents and many others appreciate what camp did for their daughters, and I am glad I was able to be at Clearwater
as a camper and then an employee. You truly are one of a kind - always with a kind
word, a knowing smile and willingness to share the story of the Tajar and his teacups.
For all that I am, thank you from the bottom of my heart.
With love always,
Katie Dignan
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Jenny Norris Peterson
Sunny,
You have had a profound influence on my life, and I want to take this opportunity to
let you know how much I love and appreciate you.
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I was a Clearwater camper in 1967, and remember admiring Halokwe for creating
Clearwater Camp as a place to nurture and guide and encourage girls and young
women. By that summer Halokwe was frail with age, and needed to find someone else
to be the leader and steward of the remarkable place she had built on Tomahawk’s
shore. She chose exactly the right person when she chose you to be the camp director.
You injected energy into the camp, building on its special traditions while looking
afresh at how Clearwater needed to change and grow to keep up with a changing
world. I am so grateful for Halokwe’s wisdom in selecting you, and for your courage
and commitment in taking on such a big role. I saw you come as leader-in-training in
1969 and then take over in 1970, and I have seen the remarkable growth of the camp
over the decades since then, not only through my own added summers at camp in the
mid-’70s, but also through the years when my sister Kathryn was at camp, and then
more recently when my daughter Siri has been at Clearwater.
For each girl at Clearwater, you conveyed love and acceptance and belief in that girl’s
unfolding possibilities and future success. What a special gift to me and to all of the
hundreds of girls at Clearwater who felt this too. Of all the people I have ever known,
you have the strongest ability to signal these important messages with just a look in
the eye and a tone in your voice. Thank you for believing in me, and giving me the
chance to grow, and thank you for doing this for my sister and my daughter as well.
As I talk with people about my life, I often remark on what Clearwater has meant in
shaping me as a person. At this special camp, I had the chance to live and camp side by
side with other girls, something that was unknown to me as an only child (until I was
13 when Kathryn was born). I was extremely non-athletic, but at Clearwater I had the
chance to get my junior and senior Red Cross lifesaving awards, to learn how to canoe
and even go eventually on a 10-day Canadian in the Boundary Waters, to learn synchronized swimming, to get up on water-skis, and to enjoy playing tennis. I don’t think
I would be as strong or confident today without these experiences.
One of my fondest memories at camp is from the summer of 1972, when you chose
Linda Dow and me to be co-chairs of the Banquet, working with you on plans for this

very special event at the end of the summer. This gave me my first taste of special event
planning, and I enjoyed it so much. Today special event planning is a major component of my job as a Philanthropic Advisor at Luther Seminary.
I also think about the strong faith in God that you radiate as you talk about finding
guidance and strength in your own life. Christian faith is foundational for me today,
and I thank you for your witness in this important part of life.
God has worked through you in a truly remarkable way. Thank you for being a shining
light, Sunny!
Love,
Jenny Norris Peterson

The Boles Family
Dear Sunny,
We are so grateful for all that you and Clearwater Camp for Girls have done for our
family! Lindsay, Margaux and Cece grew in independence, self-esteem and confidence
through their experiences with you at CC4G and developed deep friendships with
other campers. They have blossomed into joyful, loving and responsible young women,
and David and Sandy are so proud of them.
David and Sandy grew to understand that “letting go” of children for three weeks can
be so healthy for the entire family. Beginning with Family Camp in 2001, we learned
to let our girls experience the trusting community that camp offers.
You are a peaceful, encouraging and non-judgmental presence, and you made each of
us feel loved and welcomed as we arrived at camp every summer. You modeled for all
of us what it means to be committed to a deep belief and how to patiently nurture
those under your care.
We missed seeing you at camp this summer. We wish you the best in your emeritus status. You will be in our hearts forever!
Much love,
The Boles Family
Sandy, David, Lindsay, Margaux and Cece
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Sarah Decker
Dear Sunny,
As I reflect on all of my time at Clearwater and my relationship with you I am overwhelmed by how much you have given to me and to camp. I often think about the
strength that it must have taken for you to not only agree to be camp’s second director but to continue directing after the untimely passing of your husband. I admire your
courage as it inspires me to be a strong and independent woman myself.
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After several years as both a camper and a counselor, I owe much of who I am to camp
and to you. As a camper, camp was a place for me to be myself away from the stresses of school on the North Shore of Chicago. I remember your hugs and warmth which
always made me feel so at home on Tomahawk Lake. To this day I have this picture of
you framed in my home so that I can be reminded of the way that you truly love and
care for each one of us. The way that you initiate each member of the Clearwater family at council fire and treat each person as the unique and special person they are is
something I try to emulate in my life.
Of all of my time at camp, my favorite summer at camp was my last (or at least my
last for now :) ). Having the opportunity to come back in graduate school to work
with the Leadership program was an opportunity I never expected to have. I came to
camp in May to get started preparing for the 17 Leaderships to arrive.
Because I was the only one at camp, you invited me over for dinner every night and
I’m not sure I can even begin to express just what that time together meant to me. In
the year prior I had ended a significant relationship, lost my grandfather and lost a
dear friend. Somewhere along there I had also lost myself. It was this time at camp and
with you that I was able to find my way again. After that summer I felt stronger, more
whole, and at peace than I had in years. It was your love and kindness that helped me
find my way.
I thank you for your love and support. You are an inspiration to me and I hope that I
can touch the lives of my students in a fraction of the way that you have touched mine.
Love,
Sarah Decker
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Whitney Thomas
I believe one of the reasons Clearwater Camp has been such a profound and experience for so many young women, is the consistent unconditional love emitted by Sunny
Moore. Many campers arrive at Clearwater for their first time feeling insecure and
nervous about camp and about who they are. They leave Clearwater confident, self
–assured and independent. I was one of those campers and remember that every time
I saw Sunny she made me feel so special and loved. She did that for so many campers
who flourished during their summers at Clearwater.
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While the challenging and fun experiences of camp were molding us into strong, selfreliant (and outdoorsy) women, Sunny’s unspoken expectations about behavior were
molding us into respectful and gracious ladies. That’s quite a combo – no wonder
Clearwater daughters are such cool chicks!
I recently met Sunny for lunch in Naples and I was running late because of a terrible rainstorm. Of course I knew that she would understand, but still felt the need to
‘apologize to Sunny for being late.’ Thirty years later, it is still an uplifting experience
to spend an hour with Sunny.
Sunny’s love and guidance has nurtured the growth of Clearwater and every girl who
has gone there. I’m so grateful to know Sunny and to have been given the opportunity
to be a part of Clearwater.
Thank you Sunny for all that you have given and continue to give!
Love,
Whitney Thomas

Judy Hughes Miller
As one of the members of the thousands of families who have benefited from the marvelously enriching Clearwater experience, I want to thank Sunny for taking the baton
from Halokwe and carrying it to even greater heights. With her loving care, the opportunity for girls to develop and thrive in an outdoor experience has continued through
several more generations. How lucky we are that she shared her love for Clearwater
with all of us!!
Judy Hughes Miller

Lisa Peterson
Sunny is one of the most amazing people that I have ever met. While I was in college,
I had the privilege of working under her as a camp counselor for two summers. My
first correspondence with Sunny was a postcard that she sent to me after I had applied
for a position. There was something special that I noticed about her right away – I
knew instantly that I had to work with her. I recall talking to her on the phone for the
first time and feeling at peace.
Sunny has a unique ability to connect with people. She speaks with kindness, acceptance, and compassion. Her words are always seasoned with the grace of Jesus Christ;
I have never heard an unkind word come out of her mouth. I admire the way Sunny
is able to choose a positive attitude at all times. Considering the immense task of directing Clearwater Camp, I am certain that Sunny has carried the burdens of many responsibilities. Sunny never seemed frazzled by this undertaking. She is an example to
others in the way that she lives her life to serve others. Sunny’s love of life and people
are a gift to each person she meets.
Since starting my career as a teacher in 2003, I have often thought of Sunny as I strive
to make a lasting impact in the lives of my students. Anyone who has ever met Sunny
would agree that she is one of a kind. She is a blessing to everyone she meets.
Lisa Peterson

Melanie Smith-White
In 1991 I received an exciting call from Clearwater Camp, they were going to interview me to be a camp counselor! The message, taken by my mom, said, “Someone
from Clearwater Camp in Wisconsin called, I did not get her name, but she is staying
at the Sunny Moore.” I did not realize how that call would change my life. After Sunny
called back, I knew where I wanted to spend my summers – her enthusiasm for camp
and for life was contagious.
Looking back on my years at Clearwater, I realize Sunny had a great deal to handle
every summer, but my memories of Sunny are not of the work she had to do, my memories are of how she made me feel loved and important. Sunny has the amazing, ability to give girls confidence in themselves! My life is better because of Sunny Moore and
Clearwater Camp for Girls!
Melanie Smith-White
Clearwater Camp 1991-1993
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Kat Bramley
Dear Sunny,
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It would be an understatement for me to say that you have been one of the greatest
influences on my entire life. I honestly can’t imagine what my life would be like without you and for that matter, without camp. You have spent your life giving and giving
to so many young girls and cultivating one of the most incredible communities that I
have ever been a part of. Sunny, you are truly one of the most selfless people in this
world and you have given more to us Clearwater Daughters than you will probably
ever know. As I am sitting here, on my latest adventure, living and teaching in Mexico
I can’t help but think that I would not be here today if it weren’t for you. It is you
and camp that have given me the tools that I needed to become the adventurous and
independent woman that I am today. So, I would like to say a long overdue and much
needed thank you!
Thank you for giving me a place to come to as a young girl and feel safe and accepted.
Thank you for creating a community of strong, caring, and independent women where
I always had someone amazing to look up to. Thank you for telling me stories about
the Tajar and the Witch and keeping my imagination alive. Thank you for comforting me when I was homesick. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to make the
best friends of my life, who I know will never stop being there for me. Thank you for
teaching me the value of letter writing. Thank you for instilling in me a deep appreciation and love for nature and God’s beautiful handiwork. Thank you for giving me a
place to grow and constantly feel challenged, physically and emotionally. Thank you
for teaching me how to be a strong and independent person. Thank you for giving me
a place that encourages me to forget about the outside world and hold on to the little
girl inside of me for as long as possible. Thank you for always reminding me of what
unconditional love looks and feels like. Thank you for encouraging me to challenge
myself and to try new things (even when I didn’t want to). Thank you for giving me
the opportunity to be a role model and change lives. Thank you for helping me to realize my potential. Thank you for giving me the best memories of my life. Thank you for
inspiring me in my walk with God. Thank you for showing me what unwavering faith
looks like. Thank you for giving me a home that I can always return to. Thank you for
making me who I am today. I love you Sunny and am forever grateful.
Sincerely,
Kat Bramley

Debbie Dickison Whidden
and Diane “Daisy” Wallace
A Jingle for Sunny
I think that I shall never see
Anyone as positive as Sunny.
Sunny, whose cushy arms would hold
All who sought solace in her fold.
Upon whose couch staff have lain
To rail against the world insane.
Whose calm voice could sooth any woe
From septic crisis to a stubbed toe.
Sunny, we salute you and give you High Fives
For your positive influence on so many lives.
Tagged by Halokwe, who said “My Dear,
I want you to take the helm of Clear.”
“Must I sew nametags in my clothes again
And to Minocqua Steam my laundry send?”
“Those are small hurdles,” Halokwe said.
“To follow this trail you must tread.”
Supported by family she set her sail
And steered camp through luff and gale.
Each summer she’d gather her kaput and sash
And off to the North Woods she would dash.
The four girls were all Clearwater’s daughters
With support from Mr. Moore,
our Clearwater father.
From Camp Minocqua chuckles wafted the air
Must be Don Jr. with his humorous flair.
So Halokwe passed to Sunny the torch
So she could reign over the Helm porch.
Sunny was at the helm and our anchor;
For decades four we must thank her!
You taught us to cross over the bridge
And chided us when we raided the fridge.
You inspired us to be Voyageur trippers
And taught us not to be birch bark strippers.
One moonlit night filled with folly
A caper was afoot by Sunny and Molly.
The Tajar it was said to be.

I really think it was all three!
“Sunny-isms” are loved by campers and staff.
Some bring a smile and even make you laugh.
The sun on the lake in shining display
Makes Sunny announce “It’s a Diamond Day!”
“Hecky Doodle” sometimes you’d hear her say
When something didn’t go the expected way.
“Shuckee Darn” means time to figure it out
And you know Sunny will, without a doubt.
In the Far Northland, there’s a call you can’t deny,
It’s Sunny with “I’ve a project I want you to try...”
At the Counsie Hunt she’d say, “Come find us.”
At council fire...”The bonds that bind us.”
Her melodious voice filled the Deck.
For Andy’s coffee cake, miles she’d trek.
She welcomed hundreds with her cedar boughs
And cheered many regattas of the C-scows.
She combined her work with many giggles and laughs
And has hired many strong and loyal staffs.
How can you not adore
A camp director with the name of S’Moore?!!
Sunny skies, trippers’ fires and portages to take...
She still thrills to the cry of the loon on the lake.
She’s heard many, many trip sparks and trip songs;
She makes each person feel camp is where she belongs.
A pledge to our Halokwe and one to Sunny too:
Clearwater’s on firm Foundation
because of the two of you.
Sunny, for sowing your loving care at us
Your title’s bestowed – ED Emeritus.
Debbie Dickison Whidden
and Diane “Daisy” Wallace
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Debbie Dickison Whidden
Dear Sunny,
Thank you for all you have done for Clearwater and the many girls and staff you have
guided. A tribute to you also means a tribute to the Moore family as you all have
given so much to continue the Clearwater legacy.
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My first summer on staff – 1970 – I enjoyed the combined leadership of Halokwe and
Sunny. It was easy to be supportive of you because you were so supportive of us. It
was kind of like we were all in this together in our fledgling year of Clearwater and
the transition of the tiller. I remember on weekends Mr. Moore would commute from
Peoria to camp, and his care and support of you was so obvious.
I had ties with all the Moore kids. Sandy and I were campers, Leaderships and counselors together, as well as high school and college classmates. We were campers on the
1966 Canadian (“What Lies Over the Lake” and “Happy Trippers All Are We”) and
trip leaders on the 1972 Canadian. Marcia and I were campers in Spinnaker in 1966
and loved to go out sailing together in the PDQ. Mary Grace was a camper on my
first long trip as a counselor, the 1970 Isle Royale (“This is an Isle of Peace”) and was
an advanced tripper in 1971 (“We’ve Journeyed This Vast Open Land”). Don Jr. and
I shared laughs and camp stories as we drove to Montana where he was at Montana
State and I was at UM. Melissa was my camper in Port in 1972.
It was such fun to see you as a friend and fellow camp administrator at the American
Camp Association National Conference in Pittsburgh in 1993, where we almost
missed a session as we got reminiscing about Clearwater times. No matter what trails
we followed, we always felt the bonds that bind us. Congratulations as you embark on
your new trail as Executive Director Emeritus.
Love,
Debbie “Dickie” Dickison Whidden
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Sail Away
Sail away on Tomahawk Lake, it’s a time remembered well.
When the summer ends we’ll have stories to tell.
With fearless cries and carefree smiles, we set out to the sea.
The sailing life is the only life for me.
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Aine Seitz McCarthy
Ten days into my very first summer at Clearwater, my grandfather died. I should have
seen this coming, but I was eleven and distracted by learning the songs and getting
Blues in inspection. After breakfast that morning, Sunny took me into her office and
told me the news. My grandfather had been sick for a while but I was shocked and
upset. I had only met this kind woman ten days earlier, but she picked me up and put
me in her lap just like my grandmother would have and held me while I cried. She
asked me about the time I’d spend with my grandfather and helped me remember his
influence in my life. She told me about her husband’s early death and we cried together.
She showed me how to grieve gracefully. My parents and Sunny made arrangements
for me to leave camp for to attend the funeral and to return for the rest of the camp.
Given this difficult first session I experienced at Clearwater, I’m sometimes genuinely surprised that I returned for another ten summers. But, then I remember how comforted and supported I felt, in general at camp, and in particular in Sunny’s company.
Despite experiencing a great degree of sadness, her warm glow and graceful guidance
supported and encouraged me to thrive at camp. Sunny’s contribution to Clearwater
is immeasurable, and I’ve been around long enough to notice some of her gifts to the
camp. But this initial experience of her comfort made me realize right away the supportive home I’d discovered at Clearwater.
Aine Seitz McCarthy

Abra Prentice Wilkin
Sweet and Special Sunny,
What a warm and wonderful woman you are and inspiration to hundreds of friends
and campers. I only wish you had been there during my two years at Clearwater in the
dark-aged 1950s. Oh, Halokwe was okay but comparatively formal and a little distant.
I certainly don’t remember her laughing much. But what a laugh you have -- almost a
giggle to share with your smile and sparkle while listening to a good story.
Thank goodness my daughter Abra experienced lots of Sunny sunshine while she was
a camper some 30 years ago, and we’re so proud to still be in your life today. You
have left a great legacy to future generations of Clearwater girls, and your sparkle will
live on through them.
Thank you for all of it.
Abra Prentice Wilkin
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Lisa Nowakowski
Sunny –
Thank you for making Clearwater a place of sunshine, blue skies, starry nights and
warm campfires; a place of song and laughter; a place where young girls grow into
strong women; a place where they learn the real meaning of trust, tolerance and true
friendship. Clearwater has been and continues to be so important to the Nowakowski
family. Thank you for making it so.
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With love,
Lisa Nowakowski

Sarah Nowakowski
Dear Sunny,
As I look back on my years at Clearwater many wonderful memories come rushing
back. I recall the first time I was in the water-ski show, telling ghost stories in Boom,
laughing without stop with dear friends on the Cape, singing songs at Council Fire,
dipping off the Spinnaker dock, living in the Oaks, and getting the wonderful opportunity to play a formative role in the lives of some amazing girls as their counselor.
As I reflect on all of the memories, I am struck by the amazing relationships that are
fostered in its loving, accepting, warm, and welcoming environment. Of all the wonderful friends that I have made, and all the Clearwater Daughters to whom I have
become so close over the years, the one relationship that I cherish the most is the deep,
incredible bond that I developed with my sister, Tessa, over the many years we shared
at Clearwater.
In my mind, Clearwater camp would not have been the same without your influence. Your truly compassionate nature, warm attitude, your welcoming and loving
personality, and of course, your utter devotion to Clearwater made camp into such a
wonderful place. Without you, I believe that my dear memories of the amazing place
and people that made up Clearwater would not exist. And without Clearwater, my
relationship with Tessa would have never been so strong.
Since we are six years apart in age, it was rare for us to share experiences. Sharing
summers at camp, however, brought us so close together, something that I will forever
hold close and deeply appreciate. We spent numerous generals talking about anything

Sarah Nowakowski continued
and everything, we walked countless trips to and from the point hand in hand, and
hours and hours reliving our days at camp throughout the off season.
I don’t think that I can ever put into words the role that Clearwater has played in my
life. Even further, I cannot begin to express my most sincere gratitude for all of the
time, energy and dedicated years you put in to making Clearwater the place that it is
today. Without you, the place that so many girls and women know and love would not
be the same; and because of you, Clearwater will be full of smiling faces for years and
years to come.
I will always remember how much of my relationship with my beloved sister is due to
our time together at camp. Without this amazing place, we would never have been the
loving sisters that we were. I cannot thank you enough for giving us this opportunity.
Please always remember what a difference you and your camp have made in my life.
With sincere gratitude and appreciation,
Sarah Nowakowski
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Laurie and Perry Smith
Sunny,
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I can still remember our first meeting, the tour of camp, your singing on the isthmus
of the island (when there was still a bench there), then going to the Anchor. Perry and
I still talk about his first trip to camp as well. Our paddle to Lake Katherine, sailing a
C-scow, and then later chatting with you at the Anchor about our getting married and
the possibility of getting married at camp. Like so many people, camp has become
an important part of our lives. It is true that some of our best friends were met at
camp. Those friends have helped us learn a lot about life, especially you, Sunny! We
wanted to thank you for all you have shared with us – your wisdom, insights, and
experiences. We have certainly “shared the weather.” Thank you for your life’s work in
making Clearwater the special place it has become and will continue to be, all because
of your vision and gifts.
Excerpts from Perry’s toast in 2003 “Loyal to our Shipmates”:
“...I found a place where people have fun surrounded by beauty, but that was the least
of it. I found a place where people are encouraged to be their true selves, and accepted
when they display what their true selves look and act like. I found a place that allows
people to push themselves, and in the pushing, succeed and fail in ways they have never
done before. After observing and experiencing this, that aforementioned spark of loyalty was now burning brightly inside of me, and each summer I spend here it burns a
little brighter...
...This ship we know as Clearwater was christened and launched over seventy years
ago. She has been sailed through calm waters and howling gales, found safe harbors
and dubious anchorages, she’s been becalmed and flown on a broad reach before following seas. She has seen countless faces come and go, none more important to her
than each and every face in this room tonight. Through it all the ideals forming her
foundation, like the supporting beams deep within the hold of a ship, ideals such as
character, perseverance, acceptance, fortitude, adventure, friendship, leadership, renewal and even dorkosity, have remained steadfast through these many years. This is what
causes that little spark within each of us to burst into the flame within each one of us,
what keeps us all coming back. This is the flame of Clearwater...”
Thank you Sunny for fanning that flame, nurturing it, and keeping the fires of friendship burning for all of us. We look forward to seeing you again on the shores of
Tomahawk Lake.
We love you lots!
Laurie and Perry Smith
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Onnalee Kelly
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As any young, eager, and innocent Point girl would be, I was always excited for the
Clearwater social with Camp Highlands. Girls would have no idea what to expect
when the Point girls were asked to stay after lunch. The counselors would surprise the
Point girls, breaking the news that we would be heading to Highlands. Sunny would
be standing behind the counselors waiting for the high-pitched screams to cease. She is
probably the most important figure in that exciting memory. Sunny wouldn’t say much,
only a sentence or two; but one line stuck with me more than anything: “A lady never
has to tell anyone she’s a lady.” If I took anything away from my eight summers at
camp it would be that quote. It now has become a motto that I strive to live by.
Sunny helped mold Clearwater girls into strong, courageous, and independent ladies.
Clearwater daughters learn to let loose and play dress up, but they also are trained to
know proper table manners, like how the pepper and salt always are passed together (because they’re married). Clearwater is a perfect balance of learning how to have
fun, be respectful and courteous, and be a lady. Sunny continually is in the back of my
mind supporting, nurturing, and helping me through my adventure that is life. Thank
you Sunny.
Onnalee Kelley
Camper ’99-’05, Leadership ‘07

Pam Kipper Gabriel
Dear Sunny,
The Lord sure does work in mysterious ways. In the summer of 1988, I was SO MAD
at my dad when he told me I couldn’t work at Fort Wilderness anymore and that I had
to get a paying job. I was heartbroken and couldn’t imagine working anywhere else. I
was a camper there for my whole life and it had become my summer “home”. So, after
him suggesting fast food places or house cleaning for the summer, I decided to take
matters into my own hands…and let my fingers do the walking.
I opened up the Yellow Pages in the Rhinelander phone book thinking if there is a
camp in the area where I could volunteer to work at the barn, maybe there was one in
the area that would pay me to work at the barn. How cool would that be??? I don’t
recall how many I may have called to inquire about a job, but Clearwater is the only
camp I have any recollection of contacting me back. I was hired that summer as a
stable girl…and the rest is history!

Little did I know that my dream summer job would become my new summer “home”
for 18 summers of my life! Clearwater became such a part of me growing up and figuring out who I was and over the years of me growing into the program and becoming
Head of Riding… really instilled a self-confidence in me. And a HUGE part of that
has to do with how confident and trusting you were to have me in charge of the barn.
I can’t thank you enough for keeping me around that long. I only wish it could have
gone on longer. I felt a great sense of pride knowing that you left me to run the best
riding program I could and supported me in making the changes that were made over
the years. You were not only a wonderful boss…but even better friend and role model.
Sunny, you may never know the impact you’ve had on the lives of so many people…
young and old, because of Clearwater Camp… and I would suspect it went on before
Clearwater was in the picture, as well as when you were away from camp. You are
truly a one of a kind angel sent from God who I am extremely honored to have had
the pleasure of having you in my life. Your kind and gentle and giving nature…well,
there’s far too little of that in people in the world today. But it only takes one person
like you to touch the life of another, who will hopefully pass it on to someone else,
and so on and so forth…until at least a little part of our world becomes a better place.
The smile that spreads across your face and the twinkle that shows in your eye is forever imprinted in my mind.
Every day is a “Diamond Day” in your eyes, Sunny, no matter what the weather. I
think the world of you, Sunny, and I wish you the best for whatever the road may lead
you to next. I know camp will always be a part of your life and that it’s in good hands
and will continue to go on. As much as I’ve loved all of the years at camp, all of the
girls I’ve taught to ride, and all the horses I’ve gotten to have under my care… I have
one regret. And that, Sunny, is that I never, not EVER, never ever… got to take you on
a trail ride!! I guess there’s always next year, right??? I love you, Sunny!
Happy Trails…
Pam Kipper Gabriel
(1988-2006)
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Liz Webler Rowell
“This is Sunny’s house,” I told my son, our first morning of family camp. We were up
before the rising bell, cuddling on the lower bunk in a Cape cabin. “Meme’s house!”
he shouted. For his two years of life, my parents’ house was his second home. Did he
have no recollection of camp? When he was just four weeks old, I was passing him
around at the 75th reunion. There were few things I did in the first months of motherhood that I did with any confidence. Except bring Nolan to camp. I wanted to share
my biggest accomplishment yet. And, bring him into the circle of people who would
become his camp family.
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“No, we’re in Sunny’s house.” Camp didn’t seem like an adequate word. Not yet,
anyway. I wanted my son to know that this cabin, these well-worn gravel and dirt
paths, this ever expanding and inclusive community – it was a home where Nolan was
welcome. And I wanted him to know there was one person who was more responsible
for camp than any other.
In the shelter of these pines, Sunny, you give over and over the gift of independence
and community; how they can co-exist here – and out there. Together, we have all
learned at Clearwater that we are happier, more humble, patient, and generous than
we thought possible. Alone, we are more creative, brave, wise, and adventurous because, when we were sure of ourselves, you celebrated with us. Let us boast a bit, sing,
dance. And, when we were broken, you helped us heal. With a prayer, a hug, a smile
and a song. It’s what keeps us all coming back, giving more of ourselves, caring more.
Your life force ripples out. When I am in a gritty and cold city place with close camp
friends, we feel the vibration of you and of camp. Our best selves step out from behind
our urban costumes. I see it too with other women and girls who I don’t know well,
maybe we’ve just met or maybe we’ve sat on opposite sides of council fires for many
years. It happens with them too. It’s been that way for a long time, Sunny, not just now
as I try to write something fitting and true.
To say that you are a role model, Sunny, creates distance. To say that you are a godmother or a grandmother implies that you meddle. Somewhere in between love and
leadership, you exist for me. I will carry the lessons you were able to teach me all my
life. I will pass them on, not like you did, but in my own voice, in my own way. That
was one of your lessons.
“This is the house that Sunny built,” I looked at my son intently, seriously. This wasn’t
a lesson about clean hands or running on the sidewalk. And he looked back at me
intently, sucking contentedly on his pacifier.
Liz Webler Rowell

Sarah Heisler Eberhard
Dear Sunny,
How do I begin to thank you for teaching me how to be a friend, a leader, a mom, a
boss, an independent thinker and a lover of the outdoors (just to name a few things
you have taught me over the years)?
When I first arrived at Clearwater, I was a somewhat awkward 10 year-old who was
just about to start junior high, very unsure about the “mean girls” and what they
would think about my clothes and my not so mainstream personality. You taught
me to be confident in who I was and wanted to be. You celebrated my successes and
hugged me (with the best hug anyone can give) when things did not go my way. I
always felt loved, supported and strong when I was at Clearwater. I let myself try new
things and think outside of the box. For that, I will be forever grateful.
As a counselor, I learned leadership from you. I learned that you lead most powerfully
and effectively by gaining the respect of your employees. I learned to love and nurture
our campers just as you loved and nurtured us. And, I learned that you knew everything, even when you let us believe you did not!! I loved my time as a counselor and
hope that I was able to give back to my campers some of what you and my counselors
gave to me when I was a camper.
When I received a call from you several years ago to serve on the Clearwater Camp
Foundation Board, I felt so honored that you considered me worthy of a Board position and wanted me to serve Clearwater during the significant transition that it faced.
Once again, I learned from you during my tenure on the Board. You were, as always,
a gracious leader, who was always able to focus the group on what was important
about our mission. You grounded us all.
Thank you for everything you have done for Clearwater and the thousands of
Clearwater daughters you have touched as only you can.
All my love and best wishes to you as you begin this next chapter in your life.
Love,
Sarah Heisler Eberhard
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Susannah Clark
The summers I spent at Clearwater as a camper and on staff were a wonderful time of
friendship, adventure, song, and simplicity. What a gift it was to live and work with so
many amazing individuals, to enjoy a beautiful corner of the world, and to be encouraged to learn and practice new skills every day. Clearwater is truly a special place, and
the memories and delights I carry with me from that time have sparked many other
adventures for me all over the world.
The magical lure of island life, a strong connection with the natural world, the skills
of leadership and self-reliance, the feeling of the wind filling your sail, the charms of
a rustic cabin filled with music, laughter, and stories... these treasures will never leave
me. I am so grateful for the opportunities, encouragement, and joy that I received
from our camp community over the years, particularly from a special woman at the
heart of it all, who has always been for me a role model of integrity and compassion.
Thank You, Sunny!
Best,
Susannah Clark

Clearwater Camp Foundation
board and staff
Dear Sunny,
As you ease into retirement, it is our great privilege, as Clearwater Camp Foundation
board members and staff, to offer these trip sparks reflecting on your own Clearwater
journey. Like so many other campers, you were touched by the magic of Clearwater
Camp. From camper to counselor to helper to owner, you lived and enjoyed each
phase of Clearwater. It was in the late 1960s when Halokwe made what seemed like
an impossible request of you: take the helm of Clearwater Camp or it would close.
Fast forward about 40 years, and many of the current Clearwater Camp Foundation
board members and staff found themselves on the other side of such a daunting
request from you: take the helm of Clearwater Camp and make it a mission to preserve it for future generations. And, as back in the 1960s, at times for the fledgling
Clearwater Camp Foundation the task seemed almost impossible.
But with your powerful faith in God, your grace, good humor and leadership guiding everyone along the way, the Foundation board members and staff were able to

The Clearwater Camp
Foundation board and staff:

navigate some challenging waters along this journey. Now – thanks in large part to
your coaching, cajoling and persistence – we find ourselves in a position to ensure the
future of Clearwater Camp.
Clearwater Camp would not be where it is today without you. You hit the road to
spread the word about Clearwater Camp to help boost enrollment. You established
our unique culture of unconditional love and acceptance that helps girls and young
women muster the courage to try new things. You provided unwavering God-centered
faith and spirit even when Clearwater Camp faced many of its greatest difficulties
through the years.
For all of that, we cannot be more grateful. Because of your steady vision, energy and
determination, Clearwater Camp today enjoys a reputation as one of the nation’s top
traditional girls sleep-away camps. More than that, Clearwater is a wondrous place
where thousands of young women have developed meaningful relationships with themselves and others, grown with confidence and made friendships that will last a lifetime.
It is your special legacy that the Foundation today makes its mission to uphold.
Today, we are devoted to this mission because for years you shared your passion with
us. You have expertly trained the next generation of leadership for Clearwater Camp.
You have embodied and articulated the core values that we are honored and humbled
to pass on to the coming generations.
We owe you a debt of gratitude for all your years of hard labor, personal sacrifice and
joyous leadership. You have left a tremendous legacy for future generations. With your
vision still before us, the Clearwater Camp Foundation board pledges to honor and
extend your legacy into the future.
May God continue to bless you and keep you in his grace.
The Clearwater Camp Foundation board and staff

Judy Howser, President
Liz Baker
Sarah Boles
Sara Friedle
Claudia Hoogasian
Ruth Igoe
Melissa Moore Koengeter
Ian Lambert
Bill Otto
Heidi Nickels Pace
Grace Moore Palmer
Melinda Edgerley Pearce
Karen Brown Poehlman
Sal Polizzotto
Laurie and Perry Smith
Tom Swaney
Carol Altorfer Vance
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grateful to those people who submitted
many photos for use throughout this
book, including vintage ones from
Penny Ferriter; photos from throughout
the generations from Heather Hanna
Jones, Diane “Daisy” Wallace and
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Whitney Thomas.
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